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Dean is displeased with a mistake Sam made on a hunt. Dean forces Sam to tell him what has been bothering
him. Dean is wallowing in dispair, and Sam prays for help. That help comes in the unexpected form of John
Winchester. I wrote it during Season 2, so my take on the future is vastly different from what happened in the
show. When John and Sam find out what Dean has been doing, they track him down. Unprepared - This story
was written for my own Prompt Challenge. By trusting Ruby, Sam goes into a situation unprepared. When
Dean finds out Sam has been drinking demon blood and hiding it from him, he decides to take drastic
measures to make him stop. This is my take on what could have happened if the boys were dropped into a
porn channel. Spoilers for all of season 5, and season 6. Sam goes directly to Dean after getting out of the
cage, and together they try to figure out if Adam got out too. Dean is angry with Castiel for everything that has
happened, and Castiel offers a resolution of sorts. This is what I wish had happened between Castiel and
Claire in that episode. Sam decides to have a party while John and Dean are hunting. Dean is 19 and Sam is
Dean is unusually clumsy all day, and suspects foul play. No Soliciting - Dean is 17, and Sam is Dean tries to
make money so that Sam can go to a school function. Out of Hand - Dean is 16, and Sam is The boys engage
in a prank war while John is away on a hunt. William Tell - Dean is 10, and Sam is 6. Dean talks Sam into
playing William Tell. Pranks - This story was written for my own Prompt Challenge. Supernatural pictures
courtesy of.
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Chapter 2 : Super Natural Farm - About Us
The Supernatural Index is the first index to all known anthologies of supernatural, fantasy, and weird fiction. It covers
over 2, such books, indexing each volume by contents, author, and title. It covers over 2, such books, indexing each
volume by contents, author, and title.

Changeling Changelings are humanoid creatures with discolored, slimy skin, hollow eyes, and a round mouth
with many teeth. They can appear human, but their true nature is revealed in their reflection. Incineration is the
only method to kill a changeling, if their mother is killed via fire, all the children will become set aflame along
with her. Chupacabra translated into English means "goat sucker. Crocotta The crocotta is a long-lived
scavenger able to live for centuries. It is known to live in filth and squalor, and has the ability to appear human
and mimic voices of people it has heard. The crocotta in legends is described as being able to lure people deep
into the forest by mimicking the voice of a loved one, in order to consume the souls of their victims, in
modern times they appear to have been able to adapt and use technology to their benefit. Their true form is
unknown, however when they feed their jaws will extended and reveal long sharp and jagged fangs. Djinn
Djinns are creatures that are able to poison their victims with a touch, sending them into a coma where they
get to live out their deepest fantasies while the djinn slowly feeds on their blood over a long period of time.
Djinns can typically be found in large ruins, they appear human with blue glowing eyes and tattooed skin
covering their bodies, when they put a victim under, their hands are consumed by a blue smokeless flame
which knocks the victim out instantly. There also appears to be a "bastard off-shoot" of djinn that are able to
pass off as human and cause their victims to live in their worst nightmare as opposed to a happy fantasy.
Dragons Dragons are creatures capable of camouflaging themselves as humans, in their true form they appear
to have scaly skin, serpent eyes, bat like wings and talons. Dragons also have the ability to generate extreme
heat, which is able to melt metal with a touch. Traditionally dragons are attracted to gold and virgins, and
prefer to live in caves, but are able to adapt to urban environments by living in a dark secluded places such as
sewers. Ghouls Ghouls are creatures that feed off the flesh of the dead, and have the ability to take on the form
and memories of the corpse they have fed on, though they are known on occasion to feed on the living. A
ghoul can only be killed through a headshot, severe head trauma, or decapitation. They were also the first
creatures Dean and Castiel encountered when they awoke in Purgatory. They were created by Eve to be the
perfect monster, undetectable to hunters and able to procreate through an infectious bite. Jefferson Starships
possessed strength, speed, the ability to shapeshift, as well as a wraith spike and vampire teeth. Khan Worm
The Khan worm was the first new monster to be created by Eve upon her release from Purgatory. The Khan
worm is an intelligent and self-aware being. Killing the host body will not kill the Khan worm, as it is able to
reanimate the corpse. The only method of removing the Khan worm from its host and killing it is through
electrocution. There is also a second class of Khan worm, which originates in the Middle East. Unlike the
standard version, this cousin does not take possession of its host body. Rather it acts as a parasite, absorbing
all bodily fluids, eventually causing the host to go mad with thirst. Extreme dehydration appears to be the only
way to force the parasite out of the host body. Kitsune Kitsunes are humanoid monsters, that are known as a
type of supernatural fox that can shapeshift into a human in Japanese mythology. Kitsunes feed on the
pituitary gland of their victims, though it possible for them to survive of off glands harvested from a dead
body, if a kitsune falls ill it will need to feed on fresh pituitary glands, otherwise it will risk death. A kitsune
can be killed by simply stabbing it in the heart. Kraken Not much is known about krakens in Supernatural, as
Sam and Dean have yet to encounter one. All that is known about the creature is that Crowley has a warehouse
full of "essence of kraken" in Belize, and that the kraken essence is a key ingredient in a location spell. It is
assumed that they have a humanoid form, as well as large claws which are used to rip open the chest cavity of
a victim and feed on their heart. There are two ways to kill a lamia; the first is to stab it with a silver knife
blessed by a priest, if that is not an option a second method involving covering the lamia in rosemary and salt ,
and then setting it on fire also proves to be an effective way on disposing of them. Leviathans Leviathans were
the first beasts created by God , they were created long before angels or man came to be, and were incredibly
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powerful and clever beings. Leviathans were primordial creatures from the sea, that through evolution, became
able to possess other creatures to survive on land. The number of Leviathans that escaped Purgatory is
unknown, they were however able to infiltrate high levels of business once on Earth. Leviathans have the
ability to shapeshift and regenerate from any wounds, as well as overpower and kill angels with little effort.
However Leviathans have a rigid hierarchy, with Dick Roman having been their leader presumably since
creation, if the leader should fall they are effectively rendered aimless in their goals, seeking only to satiate
their hunger. Leviathans have few weaknesses, one of those being the compound sodium borate, or borax,
which acts as a type of acid to the Leviathans. However the effects are only temporary, but long enough to
allow for decapitation. Once the head is removed, it must be kept away from the Leviathan, otherwise it will
attach itself back to the body. The only methods to truly kill a Leviathan involve either one eating the other,
"bibbing" autocannibalism , or stabbing one with a bone of a righteous mortal that has been bathed in the three
bloods of the fallen; which are a fallen angel , the ruler of fallen humanity King of Hell , and the father of
fallen beasts an Alpha. However, this weapon has the side effect of pulling anyone close to the dying
Leviathan back to Purgatory with it. Nachzehrer Nachzehrer are humanoid looking creatures that are a hybrid
between vampires and ghouls. Like vampires, the nachzehrer live in small packs, and prefer to keep extremely
low profiles. Nachzehrer have few weaknesses and are incredibly hard to kill. Silver is capable of slowing
them down, but is generally ineffective against one. The only way to truly kill one is to place a obol, or copper
coin in their mouth and chop off their head. That pretty much trumps Upon "death" their bodies will cease
functioning and spontaneously combust, and a new body will rise from the ashes of the old. Like most other
supernatural entities it has a weakness to iron , and will cause horrible burns upon contact. The phoenix has
been on the run for thousands of years. The more fat a pistaco consumes the stronger it will become. Their
weakness is silver, and cutting off their proboscis works as well as stabbing them. Qareen Qareens are
shapehifting creatures that take on the form of a persons deepest, darkest desire. Qareens are Arabic in origin
and much like a genie do the bidding of a master, who is in control of their black heart. A qareen is
unrelenting in its pursuit of their victim, while they can be slowed down temporarily, they will not stop until
they rip out the victims heart. The only way to kill one is by finding its heart and piercing it. Rakshasa
Rakshasas are a race ancient Hindu creatures that feed on human flesh and prefer to sleep on a bed of dead
insects. They have heightened senses, can shapeshift and make themselves invisible. Their only weakness are
that they cannot enter a home without an invitation, and they are able to be killed by a knife or any sharp
object of pure brass. Rawhead Rawheads are hairy, ragged-looking creatures with leathery skin, they prefer to
lurk in basements and like to feed on children. Electrocution is the best method for killing a rawhead, once
done their bodies will be rendered into gooey orange mounds of viscera. Rugaru Rugarus are born human, but
through a genetic mutation will eventually transform into cannibalistic creatures with insatiable hunger. When
it is time for a rugaru to transform, its bones will begin to shift in its body, and it will be driven by the urge to
eat any meat it can get its hands on. This drive eventually leads to human flesh. A single bite of human meat is
all it takes for the transformation to be complete, at which point physical attributes such as strength and speed
will become enhanced. The only way to kill it is by immolation. Shapeshifters Shapeshifters have the ability to
change their physical form, allowing them to look like anyone living, dead or fictional. Unlike most monsters
that are driven by their hunger, shapeshifters appear to have purely human drives that can range anywhere
from jealousy to greed. Shapeshifters can be identified by the retinal flares they give off on videos, they have a
weakness to silver which is deadly to them if pierced through the heart. Sirens Sirens are a type of creature
with the ability to change its appearance depending on how it chooses to approach its victims. When a siren
chooses its victim it will approach them by reading their mind and appearing as their perfect person. It will
manipulate feelings of love; be it sexual, familial or platonic, eventually leading the victim to kill for the siren
anyone that would appear threatening to their relationship. Skinwalker Skinwalkers are humans who are able
to shapeshift into a canine form, they are essentially cousins to the werewolf as they have a weakness to silver
and prefer to feed on the hearts of their victims. Like werewolves they will revert back to their human form
when killed. However, they differ in that their transformation is not dictated by the lunar cycle, and have the
ability to change forms at will, as well as have control over what they do in their canine form. Soul Eater Soul
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eaters inhabit a plane between the human world and another, a place that exists outside of time and space.
When a soul eater moves into a house, it creates a "nest. Being between worlds, a soul eater is capable of
mustering enough strength to snatch the souls of its victims and take them to its nest, where they feed the soul
eater until the soul withers away. Vampires Vampires are immortal creatures that are created when a human
ingests vampiric blood or gets the blood into an open wound , the transformation is only completed when the
infected first feeds, until that point the process is reversible if the person is aware of the cure and able to get
the blood of its maker. However, if the transformation is complete the newly created vampire will suffer from
bloodlust and need to regularly feed on blood; either from a human, animal or through blood bags. Vampires
retain their human appearance, except for a row of retractable teeth, which they use to rip the throats of their
victims. They also have enhanced senses allowing them to see in pitch black darkness, and once a vampire
gets your scent it will have it for life. Vampires also mate for life and tend to live in nests of eight to ten
members, with smaller packs of three to four being sent out to hunt, victims can be kept alive for days while
being fed on. All vampires also have a psychic connection to the Alpha Vampire , even if they have not yet fed
and fully turned. Most folklore on vampires is false, as they are not affected by garlic or silver , cannot be
killed with a wooden stake to the heart or burst into flames when they come into contact with the sun; though
vampire eyes are sensitive to ultraviolet light, and prolonged exposure will leave them with a nasty sunburn.
The only way to kill a vampire is through decapitation. However, vamptonite -- the blood of humans that have
ingested the Leviathan food additive, works as a poison against vampires, once injected or ingested the blood
will instantly kill the vampire. Vetala Vetalas are serpent-like vampiric creatures that, like most monsters has
adapted to appear human. Vetalas prefer to hunt in pairs, where they will sedate their victim s with venom and
feed off of their blood over a number of days, with the victim typically dying after the fourth feeding. While
feeding they will reveal snake-like eyes and four pointed fangs. A vetala can be killed by stabbing it in the
heart with a silver knife and then twisting, whereupon they will revert to their true serpent form in death.
Wendigo Wendigos are people who turned to cannibalism for survival; they are slender, pale, hairless, can be
hundreds of years old, are armed with long claws, and have the ability to mimic human voices. Many cultures
believed consuming human flesh could give a person abilities such as speed, strength and immortality. The
constant consumption of human flesh over the years will eventually transform the person into a wendigo,
giving it all those abilities but saddled with an insatiable hunger. Wendigos will hibernate for years at a time,
but when it is awake it will store their victims and keep them alive to feed on whenever it wants. The only way
to kill a wendigo is through immolation.
Chapter 3 : Index of supernatural season 4
A Supernatural Index is a book. A book kept by all hunters of supernatural beings it contains useful information on all the
creatures you have deemed worthy to be entered into its pages.

Chapter 4 : Supernatural Wiki - Super-wiki
Index of supernatural season 4. supernatural season 4 [Full DOWNLOAD] [Verified] supernatural season 4
calendrierdelascience.com:

Chapter 5 : Monsters - Super-wiki
Two brothers follow their father's footsteps as "hunters" fighting evil supernatural beings of many kinds including
monsters, demons, and gods that roam the earth.

Chapter 6 : Supernatural Central â€“ fansite about Serie TV Superntural
Welcome to the Reddit Wiki for /r/Supernatural. Our FAQ. Before submitting a question or discussion topic, please read
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through our FAQ: it is chock full of links & answers for what you might want links and answers to.

Chapter 7 : Supernatural - Episode Guide - calendrierdelascience.com
An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural, (N.Y.: St. Martin's Press, ). news
stories For Good Self-Control, Try Getting Religious About It.

Chapter 8 : The Known List Of Supernatural Beings
Supernatural has that from the very first episode. I admit that I missed the first 10 minutes of the show, but I knew
exactly what happened and where the story was going. Most shows you tune into after the first few minutes your lost
and you lose interest, unlike Supernatural.

Chapter 9 : Supernatural (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Supernatural season 13 23 episodes of The television series Supernatural season 13 revolves around Dean and Sam
Winchesters. They are brothers who spent many years hunting down evil creatures and protecting people.
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